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2021 Candidate Pre-Interview Questionnaire
Please type your response to questions in the field provided. Please limit answers to 300 words or
less.
1.Briefly describe your qualifications for this office and why you have chosen to run. In
addition, please identify up to 5 organizations or individuals who are actively
supporting your candidacy and why you believe their support is important.

I hold the Post 2 At-Large seat on City Council, where I chair our Community Development
and Human Services Committee and sit on our Finance-Executive and Transportation
committees. I also serve on the Board of Directors for both Invest Atlanta and Atlanta BeltLine,
Inc.
Before joining Council, I served on an Atlanta Board of Education that recruited and partnered
with a new superintendent to push decision-making to schools, develop a Turnaround Strategy
for chronically struggling schools, secure $545 million for capital projects, and expand early
childhood education offerings and wraparound services. As Budget Commission chair, I led
efforts to cut waste, increase teacher pay, allocate funds based on student need, and direct
more dollars to classrooms-- all without raising property taxes. I'm proud the aggressive
actions we took led graduation rates to increase from 58% to 77% over four years-- as well as
to rising SAT, ACT, and AP scores systemwide.
I’m an Atlanta native, graduate of Grady High and Princeton University, and was a 2010 Teach
for America Corps Member at Carver Early College High School in Southeast Atlanta.
I am grateful for broad support from organizations and individuals who represent a diverse
cross-section of the city’s corporate, philanthropic, political, nonprofit, civic, faith, and
neighborhood leadership. They include International Association of FireFighters Local 134,
Governor Roy Barnes, State Representatives Betsy Holland and Josh McLaurin,
Councilmembers Andrea Boone, Dustin Hillis, and Amir Farokhi, Commissioner Lee Morris,
School Board Members Eshe’ Collins and Kandis Wood Jackson, Bishop Woodie White, Rev.
Bill Britt, and Rev. Eric Thomas-- as well as Michael Russell, John Brock, Steve Brock, Brian
McGowan, Randy Hazelton, Clyde Tuggle, Ken Zeff, Elisabeth Omilami, Virginia Hepner,
Debra Edelson, Marjy Stagmeir, Steve Labovitz, Joe Loveland, Jim Henderson, Sam Olens,
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Erroll Davis, Ann Cramer, Paul Bolster, Shea Embry,
and Catherine Woodling.

2. Please identify the three greatest issues or problems facing the City of Atlanta and
specifically how you would work to solve them.
The three greatest challenges facing the City of Atlanta are ensuring all residents have access to
economic mobility and security, a quality education, and safe and affordable housing. Inequities in all
three of those areas are what’s led Atlanta to be named the city with the highest income disparity in the
United States over the last few years. I include specific strategies and ideas on addressing these
concerns in my answers below.

3.Describe your leadership style and an example of a strategy you have used to motivate
others and deliver results. [For Mayoral Only] As Mayor, what will your process be in
vetting and selecting your staff and Cabinet leadership?
The first step in delivering meaningful results is to ground yourself in why you do this work. For me, that
often ties back to the students I taught and families I met while teaching at Carver, and ensuring that they
-- and every Atlanta resident -- have real opportunity and choice in life.

I believe that local government -- in partnership with the business, civic and neighborhood communities -can articulate a mission, vision, and strategic plan to help bring about that opportunity and choice.
During my four years on the Atlanta Board of Education and this current term on the Atlanta City Council,
I’ve worked hard to develop deep, meaningful relationships with my colleagues -- both elected and
appointed -- built on trust and a collective desire to see Atlanta improve. Collaboration is key in motivating
others and delivering results-- as is being grounded in a north star guiding the conversation toward an
outcome to help residents, businesses, and communities.
At APS, I was very proud to lead our budget work over three years as well as to run point on developing
and communicating the Turnaround Strategy. On Council, I’m proud to have authored legislation to adopt
Atlanta's first economic mobility plan, pass a $100 million housing opportunity bond, create a MiddleWage Jobs Fund, outlaw predatory investing, establish a Smoke-Free Atlanta, provide health benefits to
employees on Day One, and allocate the necessary funding to finish construction for a new police
precinct and three new fire stations.
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4. Trust in the City’s service delivery and responsiveness is waning. What improvements would you
make to these core service functions to restore public trust and improve quality of life for citizens
and businesses in Atlanta?
While the commissioners who oversee the departments providing core serve functions are mayoral
nominees, all appointments come to Council for a vote. That provides the legislative branch with a role in
ensuring we see an improvement in service delivery and responsiveness. We also have a responsibility
to ensure we are providing adequate resources to recruit and compensate city employees, as well as
providing the training and equipment they need to operate effectively and efficiently.

Improving service delivery for our residents and businesses also means taking care of our City
employees.
For years, Atlanta was the only major city in the country to not provide health insurance benefits to
employees within the first 30 days of employment. In fact, we didn’t offer it in the first 90. I wrote
legislation that made those benefits available on Day One of employment. And I was proud to support
our efforts to bring all employees up to $15 an hour.
Finally, ATL311, the city’s customer service function, has helped significantly in addressing online service
requests, but we have some growth opportunities here as well.

5. What are your views on the Buckhead cityhood movement? What actions will you take
related to this issue?
Cityhood would be absolutely destructive to Atlanta and incredibly destabilizing to Metro Atlanta, the
State of Georgia-- and also to the Buckhead community. I strongly oppose this effort, and will say and
act accordingly in the weeks and months ahead.
What I strongly support is the right of Buckhead residents -- like those in every part of Atlanta -- to feel
safe in their community, experience quality city infrastructure, receive reliable basic services, and have
an accessible and responsive city government. In my conversations with many Buckhead constituents,
our City government is failing on these fronts. That is unacceptable, and we have to move urgently and
aggressively to address our shortcomings.
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6. What is your philosophy on taxation in the City of Atlanta? What future funding streams
do you believe are needed to pay for the things we need to grow? How should these opportunities
be evaluated?
Atlanta residents deserve a municipal government where tax dollars are being used effectively and
efficiently.
I support the existing sales taxes in place to help provide funding for regular city operations, our water
and sewer systems, our school system, and our various transportation infrastructure needs. One of the
benefits from levying a sales tax (versus a higher millage rate) is the ability for visitors, tourists, and
workers to help shoulder the burden of those taxes rather than simply citizens covering the cost
through a higher property tax bill.
As the City continues to grow, so will our revenue needs. There are a variety of potential new funding
streams the City should consider-- potentially first reviewed by a task force of business and civic
leaders who then present their thoughts and recommendations to the Mayor and Council.

7. If elected, describe your role in ensuring ethical and transparent management of City resources
by City employees.
This issue should always be top of mind, but that was especially true when I joined Council in January
2018. In those early months, we adopted several pieces of ethics legislation around increasing
transparency, reforming our procurement process, fully and quickly honoring open records requests,
and managing credit card use as well as the practice of giving bonuses.
Council also worked under the leadership of my colleague Jennifer Ide to draft and adopt legislation
creating Atlanta’s first inspector general to identify and prosecute wrongdoing within city government.
In the FY22 Budget unanimously adopted last month, we fully funded the increased budget request
from our new inspector general as well as continued funding for our City Auditor and Ethics Office as
they continue their important work in ensuring an ethical and transparent city government.
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8. Describe your philosophy as to the City of Atlanta’s role in implementing public safety
reform. Which strategies should be prioritized, and if elected, how will you work to advance
them? What partnerships are necessary to achieving success?
Atlanta must be a city where residents feel safe and our first responders feel supported. And that means having
fully-staffed, well-trained, competitively-paid and community-focused police and fire departments.
Over the last three years, we have instituted historic, 30 percent pay raises for our men and women in both the
Atlanta Police Department as well as Atlanta Fire and Rescue. Competitive pay is an essential component of
recruiting the right individuals to serve and protect our city.
Earlier this year, Council asked the City Auditor to conduct a review of our licensing and permitting division and
strengthened enforcement mechanisms for violators. We have also partnered with the Atlanta Police
Foundation and others to make significant investments in technology, initiated the repeat offenders task force,
and opened a second @Promise Center to help engage our youth-- with a third Center under construction. This
past January, I was proud to contribute $25,000 from my Council office budget to help expand programming at
these three Centers.
Looking to the future, Atlanta needs a new training center for our first responders-- as well as several new
police precincts and fire stations.
We also have to think and act with a longer-term and systemic focus: Deploying trained crisis teams to respond
to nonviolent calls, allowing police to focus on violent crime; better addressing the trash, blight, and vacant lots
that research shows negatively impact neighborhood safety; investing in proven programming to help our
younger residents avoid, de-escalate and manage situations that can turn violent or deadly.
Finally, Council and Mayor must better partner with our public schools to ensure every child enters kindergarten
ready to learn-- and graduates from high school headed to college or a career that pays a living wage.

9. What role should diversion and policing alternatives play in the City’s broader public
safety strategy? How are these programs evaluated and funded?

Diversion and policing alternatives should play a critical role in the City’s broader public safety
strategy. After its inception in 2017, we expanded our Pre-Arrest Diversion program citywide with
additional funding in the FY21 Budget. Officers and residents are currently able to access those
resources each weekday from 7am to 7pm.
The next step is clearly to make this alternative available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. And to
provide additional training to encourage this critical option in public safety reform.
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10. What role should the City of Atlanta play in economic development? What is your
perspective on urban redevelopment tools as the City competes for jobs, talent, and its share
of economic growth?
In April 2019, I introduced legislation co-sponsored by 11 Council colleagues that outlined a new approach to economic
development and community development-- where the gains from physical and economic growth are intentionally
focused to address growing opportunity gaps within Atlanta and to implement policies with safeguards to provide that
all communities realize equitable benefits.
That launched a months-long conversation that culminated with Council’s unanimous adoption of Atlanta’s first-ever
(and metrics-based) economic mobility plan, expanding our economic development efforts to focus on
community-focused development in underserved neighborhoods, the creation and attraction of middle-wage jobs, and
building wealth in communities of color.
As we think about spurring economic development in historically disinvested communities, I was also proud of the
January 2019 Council vote adopting an agreement with Atlanta Public Schools for APS to join the “corridor” Tax
Allocation Districts along Campbellton Road, Metropolitan Parkway, Hollowell Parkway/Martin Luther King Jr Blvd, and
Ralph David Abernahty Blvd.
Passage of the BeltLine Special Services District and updating the City’s Urban Enterprise Zone program are also
important economic development tools.
Finally, I authored an August 2019 resolution, unanimously adopted by Council, that called on the Development
Authority of Fulton County to cease its activities inside Atlanta. Tax abatements offered within the city limits should only
be offered by Invest Atlanta-- and they should be used to support projects committing to deeply affordable housing and
projects in disinvested neighborhoods in need of middle-wage jobs, grocery stores, and other amenities. DAFC’s
routine practice of offering tax abatements in thriving parts of town discourages development in disinvested
communities and withholds needed tax revenue for teacher salaries, textbooks, and school technology; police and fire
services, street improvements, and parks upkeep; public health centers, libraries, and the arts. Making up for that lost
revenue falls to Atlanta homeowners and renters.

11. What role should the City of Atlanta play in addressing economic mobility and the
racial wealth gap? Which tools and strategies would your office advance, if elected?
We all know that Atlanta has among the widest income inequality and lowest social mobility rates in the
United States. Aggressively addressing that harsh truth is at the core of several initiatives over the last
three years-- starting with our economic mobility plan.
I was proud to author a budget amendment in June 2020 to create within Invest Atlanta a Middle-Wage
Jobs Fund, the first-of-its kind initiative in Atlanta, solely for growing high-quality jobs with salaries between
$40,000-80,000-- with a focus on roles that don’t require a bachelor’s degree. Invest Atlanta will use these
dollars to help directly connect residents in historically underserved and disinvested neighborhoods to
these positions.
Looking forward, four areas of focus come to mind. City government must partner with APS and the
philanthropic and business communities to expand access to quality Early Childhood Education for our
youngest residents. It is, without question, one of the most-significant investments we can make to improve
opportunity and choice (and address economic mobility and the racial wealth gap).
After years as a much-troubled agency, we have begun to see a turnaround at WorkSource Atlanta over
the last two years. We must stay very focused on ensuring that progress continues-- as well as continuing
to ensure every Atlanta resident can benefit, without concern to cost, of the programs offered at Atlanta
Technical College and the Center for Workforce Innovation.
Finally, one of the keys to wealth building in this country is through home ownership (even as Black
Americans were historically denied the opportunity to take part in numerous government programs). I’m
committed to spending this next term determining ways we can continue our down payment assistance
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program, as it could also make a meaningful difference
in addressing our racial wealth gap.

12. As we emerge from the pandemic, what are the major challenges facing the City for
economic recovery? How will your candidacy address them?

The COVID-19 pandemic has been particularly difficult on some of the industries most important to
our local economy-- our hospitality and tourism industry, our restaurants and food service providers,
and small businesses across the city.
Over the last year, we allocated $22 million of our CARES Act funding and another $20 million from
our American Rescue Plan dollars toward supporting Atlanta’s small businesses-- especially in
these hard-hit areas. And with the ARP dollars, we are specifically opening those dollars up to our
nonprofit organizations, including those in the arts and culture space.
Earlier this year I worked with my colleague Andre Dickens to pass legislation to regulate and tax
short-term rentals within the City, which will provide a new funding stream for the Atlanta
Convention and Visitors Bureau (as well as a new funding stream for the city’s general fund). And I
fully support finding ways to promote and support outdoor dining-- including waiving fees, allowing
the sale of alcohol for off-premise consumption, as well as ways the city might be able to ease
financial burdens as we build back to full strength.

13. What strategies would you implement to improve the City’s supply of affordable housing? What
are the barriers to succeeding on this front and how will you work to overcome them?
This issue has been one of the most important to me during my first term on Council. I was incredibly proud of
Council’s vote in January 2021 to authorize a $100 million housing opportunity bond, and grateful to my
colleague Carla Smith for our work together to make that a reality.
The bond constitutes the City’s largest-ever investment in housing affordability, and those dollars will be used
to build and preserve 3,500 units of affordable housing citywide.
Regular issuances of housing opportunity bonds are an important tool on this front-- but we also need a
dedicated, recurring and meaningful local funding stream. Identifying and implementing this proposal will be
one of my top priorities in the next year or two.
Invest Atlanta has done a remarkable job in both 2020 and 2021 of using lease-purchase bonds, tax-exempt
bonds, and TAD grants to help create or preserve thousands of units of affordable housing-- the vast majority
of which are for residents earning 60 percent or below of the region’s median income. This laser focus must
obviously continue.
Finally, the City and its quasi-government partners own thousands of acres of vacant land across Atlanta.
Council adopted a resolution at the start of 2021 to push the conversation that will help expedite development
here, and that also must be a top focus in the coming months-- along with targeting vacant and abandoned
homes and code enforcement violators to revitalize existing housing stock, and working with our partners at the
Metro Atlanta Land Bank and the newly revitalized Atlanta Land Trust.
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14. What strategies would you implement to protect residents from being displaced from
their communities, as housing prices continue to rise and eviction moratoriums expire?
Thanks to critical pieces of federal funding, we were able to disperse $22 million from our
CARES Act funding toward rental (and mortgage) assistance programs, and are in the middle of
dispersing another $15 million in rental assistance dollars.
Last Fall, Council also approved the first $4.7 million installment in Mayor Bottom’s citywide antidisplacement fund, designed to help residents remain in their communities as housing prices
(and property taxes) continue to rise. Partners like the Atlanta BeltLine Partnership are
implementing similar programs, including a Resident Retention Fund designed to help cover the
increase in property taxes so legacy residents can remain in their communities. Longer-term, this
is a topic where we should engage with our partners in the Georgia General Assembly to develop
a policy solution that doesn’t require the use of limited public and philanthropic dollars.
Finally, one of the reasons our residents leave their home is because of the harassment by
predatory investors. I was proud to author an ordinance passed by Council to ban the tactics of
investors who harass longtime residents in gentrifying residents into selling their homes-- often
for far below fair market value.

15. What improvements, if any, need to be made to transparency and oversight on the More
MARTA program? How should candidates for city appointments to the MARTA board be vetted
and approved?
As a member of Council’s Transportation Committee, I’ve received quarterly updates and have
regular conversations with our partners at MARTA. The More MARTA program is a historic
investment in transit for Atlanta, and continuing to provide oversight as we design a transit
framework that addresses our infrastructures needs and chronic traffic congestion is absolutely
critical to our future and our economic viability as a City and a region. We have to have a system
that supports transit-dependent residents in Atlanta, and one that encourages residents (those
here and those who are coming) to use every method of transportation-- besides a car.
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16. Describe your philosophy on the City’s current infrastructure backlog. If elected, what
strategies will you pursue to ensure forward progress is made? How would you expedite
project delivery in the City?
I joined Council after passage of the Renew Atlanta program in 2015 and the TSPLOST authorization in 2016.
But I was present for the rebaselining work that was needed after the cost to deliver everything on the initial
project lists far exceeds funding available
Between actual project costs that are significantly higher than original estimates, quickly rising construction
costs, and lower-than-anticipated sales tax revenue, the City overpromised in 2015 and 2016 what we would
be able to deliver.
For that, we owed folks an apology-- one I personally made in February 2019. But that doesn’t change the
fact we continue to face a significant infrastructure backlog-- one that will require another infrastructure bond
and TSPLOST reauthorization. The former should also seek to address the significant needs we have as it
relates to infrastructure in the public safety realm as well as parks, recreation, and greenspace.
To regain trust in the public, we must present a detailed project list with very specific budgets and timelines-and then deliver those projects on budget and on time.
Finally, I’m proud of our work earlier this year to update our impact fees for the first time since their creation
27 years ago. Phased in over the next 2.5 years, this new framework will provide millions of dollars a year in
much-needed sidewalk and road improvements, greenspace expansion and new multi-use trails and public
safety infrastructure.

17. How important is sustainability to Atlanta’s continued growth and vitality? What
sustainability initiatives have been most successful in Atlanta to-date and how build you upon
them?

Sustainability efforts are obviously critical to Atlanta’s continued growth and vitality-- not to mention
the future and well being of the planet and all who call it home. And we frankly need to be doing
much more than we are to promote policies that reduce consumption and increase efficiency.
Programs like Solarize Atlanta or the adoption of a pathway toward 100% clean energy by 2035
are good steps, and we need to continue sustainable growth through green infrastructure
absolutely whenever possible. As CDHS Chair, I’m also currently working with a cross-section of
individuals from our development community and our tree preservation community to revise our
tree protection ordinance for the first time in 20 years-- attempting the balance of protecting and
expanding our treasured canopy as the city continues to grow and become more dense.
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